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Features Key:
Upgraded design and features
Upgraded key case
Lightweight durable construction
More comfortable sliding design

What comes in the box?

Here is what’s included in your box:

Elden Ring Key
Body Case
Body Case
Fingertips
4 Keys
USB Cable
Multi Tool

What is the warranty?

It’s quite simple - free to the customer. All products we supply have at least a
1-year warranty, but usually longer. Rely on the quality we supply and we’ll
refund any return for what’s not covered by our warranty. 

 

 

Do I need an account with Zerocoin?

You don’t need a Zerocoin account, you can use conventional bank transfers and
pay the Bitcoin directly to us. We recommend you have an account with 
BitInstant for their added convenience.
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“It’s the gameplay alone that’s the
most enthralling.” -Japanese PC
Magazine “The setting is full of life.”
“Each dungeon is different from the
others, so there’s always something
to discover.” “The story that unfolds
is epic.” “This game truly feels like
being between fantasy lands, or in a
parallel world.” -Dengeki PlayStation
“It’s still a fantastic adventure.” “The
characters are fun and the story is
interesting.” “This game has no
flaws.” “It’s a true RPG.” “RPGs have
never been more exiciting.” “The
incredible characters really stand out
in the crowd.” “You can play your
own story.” “The game is not only
about combat.” “You need to brave
the unknown to beat these enemies.”
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“The thrill of encountering and
exploring is thrilling.” -Gaming Trend
THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG.
Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by
grace to brandish the power of the
Elden Ring and become an Elden
Lord in the Lands Between. “It’s the
gameplay alone that’s the most
enthralling.” -Japanese PC Magazine
“The setting is full of life.” “Each
dungeon is different from the others,
so there’s always something to
discover.” “The story that unfolds is
epic.” “This game truly feels like
being between fantasy lands, or in a
parallel world.” -Dengeki PlayStation
“It’s still a fantastic adventure.” “The
characters are fun and the story is
interesting.” “This game has no
flaws.” “It’s a true RPG.” “RPGs have
never been more exiciting.” “You can
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play your own story.” “The incredible
characters really stand out in the
crowd.” “You need to brave the
unknown to beat these enemies.” -
bff6bb2d33

Elden Ring (April-2022)

The user-friendly graphical user
interface, with the first-of-its-kind
model that performs exciting
features in this RPG, has been made
possible by the development team's
continuous efforts, as well as the
brilliant insight of the users. The new
expanded MMORPG gameplay is
composed of two modes, the free-
roam experience and the king event,
both of which are seamlessly
connected. • Free-roam Adventure
Mode You can roam around freely in
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various places in a huge world map,
and as you adventure, you will get
bonuses to your stats depending on
the situation. Once you complete the
ten maps, your stats will get better,
and you will be able to increase your
character’s level. • King Event You
will compete in quests given by four
social groups of villagers in the game
world, and a selection of over thirty
quests will be given to you every
day. These quests are usually in the
form of PvP. They are divided into
groups by difficulty level, and people
are divided into five roles. You may
also participate in the competition at
the village and in the arena against
other people, and your performance
will affect your daily quest rewards.
System Requirements Minimum: OS:
Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/8 RAM:
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2 GB or more Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo, AMD Athlon X2 64 GPU: VRAM:
2 GB or more DirectX: 9.0c HDD: 5
GB or more Recommended: OS:
Windows 7/8 RAM: 4 GB or more
Processor: Intel Core i7, AMD
FX-8800 GPU: VRAM: 2 GB or more
DirectX: 9.0c HDD: 10 GB or more
[User Interface English] Brave
Existentialist: The Intersection of
Mind and Cosmos - THE NEW
FANTASY ACTION RPG Dec 04, 2013
by: The new action RPG, the Brave
Existentialist: The Intersection of
Mind and Cosmos, has now been
released for PC! Players will
experience the ancient and intricate
world of Tarnishlant, where one's
choice of destiny is determined by
the character's free will. The setting
is centered around a character who
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is awakening after their memory is
wiped out from an incident. During
their adventure, the player will be
able to develop into the savior or the
betrayer, as well as the selfish or
kind, and

What's new:

Fighter Jetz Announce Dreamcast Downloads and
In-game AdvertisementsJason Surrell 

FANCY A GAME FULL OF FIGHTING AIRCRAFT? The
Dreamcast has been through many a battle and not
once has it ever let a single one of them escape.
But with fresh updates to its runtime, the
Dreamcast could be out to make all that combat
pay. Behold the "Lancez & Hackz", the final DLC for
Titan: Dreamcast, courtesy of Fighter Jetz.
FIGHTER JETZ Presents: Two New Fighters Full of
Promise! Download the Fighter Jetz DLC through
the DLSite download service - you can now use the
"Turn on the Dreamcast" work-around to download
Fighter Jetz as well! by JASON SURRELL

Inspired by a design study we did in collaboration
with Duke it out on the canon wars forums, Fighter
Jetz is a fighter jet action game about destroying
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other fighter jets in air combat with vulcan
cannons. FIGHTING EACH OTHER The Campaign
mission consists of one single mission with several
objectives. Objective 1: Shoot the enemy and
destroy it with your cannons. Objective 2: Save as
much money as you can throughout the mission.
The latter objective is to deliver at least one blow
on each attack, you can carry up to 16 weapons.
Each weapon has a fixed cost and can be upgraded
with experience points. by JASON SURRELL
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